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The param(Junt cry of the native people of must be seen as the means to the establish- Government of Canada's fulfihnent of its

the North is that their claims must be settled ment of a social contract based on a clear constitutionalobligations.
before a pipeline is built across their land. In understanding that they are distinct peoples In considering the claims of the native
this chapter, I shall outline the history of in history. They insist upon the right to people, I am guided primarily by the testi-
native claims in Canada. This history is determine their own future, to ensure their many that the inquiry heard at the commu-
important because the concept of native place, but not assimilation, in Canadian life. nity hearings in the North. No doubt the
claims has evolved greatly in recent years: And the Gevernment of Canada has now native organizations will, in due course,
they have their origin in native use and accepted the principle of comprehensive elaborate those claims in their negotiations
occupancy of the land, but today they claims; it recognizes thai any settlement of with the government but, for my own
involve much more than land. claims today must embrace the whole range purposes, I have, in assessing these claims,

When treaties were signed during the 19th of questions that is outstanding between the relied upon the evidence of almost a thou-
century, thesettlement of the native people's Government of Canada and the native sand native persons who gave evidence in
claims was regarded primarily as surrender peoples, the Mackenzie Valley and the Western
of their land so that settlement could pro- The settlement of native claims is not a Arctic. Finally, l shall indicate what impact
cec;d. The payment of money, the provision mere transaction, It would he wrong, there- construction of the pipeline would have on

of goods and services, and the establishment fore, to think that signing a piece of paper the settlement of native claims and the goals
of reserves-all of which accompanied such would put the whole question behind us. that the native people seek through the
a surrender - were c()nceived in part as One of the mistakes of the past has been to settlement of these.claims.
compensati()n and in part as the means of see such settlements as final solntions, The
change. The government's expectation was definition and redefinition of the relation-

that a haekward people would, in the full- ship with the native people and their place History of Native Claims
ness of time, abandon their semi-nomadic in Confederation will go on for a generation
ways and, with the benefit of the white or more. This is hecause the relationship has

man's religion, education and agriculture, never been properly worked out. Now, for The Issue:No Pipelinetake their place in the mainstream of the the firsl time, the federal government is
economic anti political life of Canada. prepared to negotiate with the native people Before Native Claims are Settled

The governmenls of the day did not regard on a comprehensive basis, and the native All the native organizations thai appeared at
the treaties as anything like a social contract people of the North are prepared to articu- the hearings insisted that this Inquiry
in which different ways of life were accom- late their interests over a broad range of should recommend to the Minister of Indian

modated within mutually acceptable limits; concerns, Their concerns begin with the Affairs and Northern Development that no
they gave little consideration to anything land, but are not limited to it: they extend to right-of way he granted to build a pipeline
beyond the extinguishment of native claims renewable and non-renewable resources, until native claims along the route, both in
to the land, once and for all. The native education, health and social services, public tbe Yukon and the Northwest Territoi_ies,
people, by and large, understood the spirit of order and, overarching all of these consider have been scuttled. The spokesmen for the
the treaties differently; they regarded the ations, the future shape and composition of native organizations and the people them-
treaties as the means by which they would political institutions in the North. selves insisted upon this point with virtual
he able to retain their own customs and to Perhaps a redefinition of the relationship unanimity.
govern theinselves in the future. But they between the Government of Canada and the The claims of the Dene and the lnuit of the

lackc_d the l)ow'er to enforce their view. native people can be worked out in the North North derive froin their rights as aboriginal
The native peoples of the North now insist better than elsewhere: the native people are a peoples and from their use and occupation of

that the settlement of native claims must be larger proportion of the population ttmre northern lands since time immemorial. They
seen as a fundalnental re-ordering of their than anywhere else in Canada, and no wanttoliveontheirland, govern themselves
relationship with the rest of us. Their claims provincial authority stands in the way of the on their land and determine fur themselves
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what use is to be made of if. They are asking claims have been settled. It was essential, discovery of either by the other should give
us to settle their land claims in quite a therefore, if the Inquiry was to fulfil its the discoverer rights in the country dlscov
different way from the way that govern- mandate, to hear evidence on the native ered which annulled the existing rights tff itsancient possessors.

merit settled native land claims in the past; organizations' principal contention: that the Did these adventurers, by sailing along the
government's past practice, they say, is settlement of native claims ought to precede coast and occasionally landing on it, acquire
inconsistent with its newly declared inten- anygrant of a right-of-way, for the several governments to whom they
tion to achieve a comprehensive settlement Only the Government of Canada and the belonged, or by whom they were commis-
of native claims, native people can negoti_,te a settlement of stoned, a rightful property in the soil from the

Arctic Gas suggested that the native native claims in the North: onIy they can be Atlantic to the Pacific; or rightful dominion
people should not be permitted to advance parties to such negotiation, and nothing said over the numerous people whooccupied it? Or
such an argument before the Inquiry because in this report can bind either side. Evidence has nature, or the great Creator of all things,conferred these rights over hunters and fish-
it did not fall within my terms of reference, of native claims was heard at the Inquiry to ermen, on agriculturistsand inanufacturers?
The Order-in-Council stated that I am "to permit me to consider fairly the native
inquire into and report upon the terms and organizations' principal contention regard- To avoid bloody conflicts, which might termi-nate disastrously to all, it was necessary for
conditions that should be imposed in respect ing the pipeline, and to consider the answer the nations of Europe to establish some princi-
of any right-of-way that might be granted of the pipeline companies to that contention, pie which all would acknowledge and which
across Crown lands for the purposes of the should decide their respective rights as
proposed Mackenzie Valley pipeline." Those Native Lands and Treaties between themselves. This principle, suggested

by the actual state of things, was "that
words, they argued, limit the Inquiry to the iYl North America
consideration of only the terms and condi- discovery gave title to the government by
tions that must be performed or carried out When the first European settlers arrived in whose subjects or by whose authority it was
by whichever pipeline company is granted a North America, independent native societies, made, against all other European govern-ments, which title might be consummated by
right-of-way, diverse in culture and language, already possession."

It is true that, according to the Pipeline occupied the continent. The European ha-
Guidelines, any terms and conditions that tions asserted dominion over the New World This principle, acknowledged by all Euro-peans, because it was the interest of all to
the Minister decides to impose upon any by right of their "discovery." But what of acknowledge it, gave to the nation making the
right-of-way must be included in a signed the native peoples who inhabited North discovery, as its inevitable consequence, the
agreement to be made between the Crown America? By what right did Europeans sole right of acquiring the soil and of making
and the pipeline company. But the Order-in- claim jurisdiction over them? Chief Justice settlements upon it. ]Worcester v. Georgia
Council does not confine this Inquiry to a John Marshall of the Supreme Court of the (1832)31 U.S.350a1369]
review of the Pipeline Guidelines nor to the United States, in a series of judgments in the The Europeans' assumption of power over
measures that the pipeline companies may 1820s and 1830s, described the Europeans' the Indians was founded on a supposed
be prepared to take to meet them. The Order- claim in these words: moral and economic superiority of European
in-Council calls upon the Inquiry to consider America, separated from Europe by a wide culture and civilization over that of the
the social, economic and environmental ocean, was inhabited by a distinct people, native people. But it was, nevertheless,

divided into separate nations, independent of acknowledged that the native people re-
impact of the construction of a pipeline in eachotherandoftherestoftheworld, having
the North. The effect of these impacts cannot institutions of their own, and governing rained certain rights. Chief Justice Marshall
be disentangled from the whole question of themselves by their own laws. said:

native claims. Indeed, the native organi- It is difficult to comprehend the proposition [the native people] were admitted to be the
zations argue that no effective terms and that the inhabitants of either quarter of the rightful occupants of the soil, with a legal as
conditions could be imposed on a pipeline globe could have rightful original claims of well as just claim to retain possession of it,
right-of-way, with a view to ameliorating dominion over the inhabitants of the other, or and to use it according to their own discretion;
its social and economic impact, before native over the lands they occupied; or that the but their rights to complete sovereignty, as
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independent na_i_ms,were necessarily dimin controlled the whole of the Atlantic sea- to establish friendly relations with them, you
ished and their power to dispose of the soil at board, from Newfoundland to Florida, and will ascertain and report to His E×cellency

their own will, to whomsoever they pleased, the government promulgated the Royal the course you may think the most advisable
was denied by the c)riginal fundamental to pursue, whether by Treaty or otherwise, for
principlethatdise_verygaveexclusivetitleto Proclamation of 1763. This document re- the removal af any obstructions that might be
those who made it. [lohnscm v. Mclntash served to the Indians, as their hunting presented to the flow of population into the
(1823) 21U.S. 543] grounds, all the land west of the Allegheny fertile lands that lie between Manitoba and

The concept of aboriginal rights has a firm Mountains, excluding Rupert's Land, the the Rocky Mountains. [Canada, Sessional
basis in international law, and we subscribe territory granted in 1670 to the Hudson's Papers, 1871.No. 20p. 81

to it in Canada. During the last century, the Bay Company. The Proclamation stated that, Treaties 1 to 7, made between 1870 and
Supreme Court of Canada in the St. Cather- when land was required for further seltle- 1877, covered the territory between the
ines Milling case and,this century in the ment, it should be purchased for the Crown watershed west of Lake Superior and the
Nishga case affirmed the proposition that the in a public meeting held for that purpose by Rocky Mountains. In 1899, Treaty 8 covered
original peoples of our country had a legal the governor or commander-in-chief of the territory northward to Great Slave Lake.
right to the use and occupation of their several colonies. This procedure for the Then, in 1921, Treaty 11 dealt with the land
ancestral lands, The courts have had to purchase of Indian land was the basis for the from Great Slave Lake down the Mackenzie

consider whether, in given cases, the native treaties of the 19th and 20th centuries. River to the Mackenzie Delta. Treaties 8 and
right has been taken away by competent 11 together cover the whole of Northern
authority, and sometimes the courts have The Treaties Alberta and the western part of the North-

decided it has been• But original use and Following the Proclamation of 1763, the west Territories, including the Mackenzie
occupation of theland isthe legal foundation British made a series of treaties with the Valley.

fortheassertionofnatlveclaimsin Northern Indians living in what is now Southern The treaties conform to a distinct pattern:
Canada today• Ontario• Many of these treaties were with in exchange for the surrender of their

From the beginning, Great Britain recog- small groups of Indians for limited areas of aboriginal rights, the Indians received an-
nized the rights of native people to their land, but, as settlement moved westward in nual cash payments. The anmunt varied

traditional lands, and acquired by negotia- the mid-19th century, there was a dramatic with the treaty: under Treaties 1 and 2, each
tion and purchase the lands the colonists increasein geographicalscale. The Robinson man, woman and child received $3 a year;
required for settlement and cultivation. That treaties, made in Ontario in 1850, and the under Treaty 4, the chiefs received $25,

recognition was based not only on interna- "numbered treaties," made following Can- headmen $15,and other members of the tribe
tional law, but also upon the realities of the ada's acqmsition from Great Bri ain in 1870 $12• In addition, the government established
times, for in lhose early days the native of Rupert's Land and the Northwestern reserves for the use of the Indian bands: the
people greatly outnumbered the settlers. Territory, covered much larger tracts of land• area in some cases was apportioned on the

The necessity to maintain good relations The treaties concluded after 1870 on the basis of 160 acres of land for a family of five;

with the native people led the British to prairiescleared the way for the settlement of in other cases, it was one square mile of land
formulate a more clearly defined colonial Western Canada and the construction of the for each family. The treaties also recognized

policy towards Indian land rights in the Canadian Pacific Railway. The govern- the continued right of the native people to
mid-18th century• The westward expansion ment's instructions to the Lieutenant-Gover- hunt and fish over all the unsettled parts of
of settlers from New England during this nor of the Northwest Territories in 1870, the territories they had surrendered. Begin-
period had given rise to discontent among after the cession of Rupert's Land, were ning with Treaty 3, the government agreed
the indian tribes and during the Seven Years explicit: to supply the Indian bands with farm and

War (1756-1763), the British were at pains to You will also turn your attention promptly to agricultural implements, as well as with
ensure theconlinued friendship of the Iroqu- the condition of the country outside the ammunition and twine for use in hunting
ois Confederacy lest they defect to the Province of Manitoba, on the North and West; and fishing•
French. When the war ended, the British and while assuring the Indians of your desire The spirit of these clauses, together with
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the guarantee of hunting and fishing rights attitude parallels the position of the treaty After the transfer of these territories, the
and the establishment of reserves was, commissioners a century ago: they said that federal government enacted the Dominion
according to the understanding of the Indi- if the Indians did not sign the treaties offered Lands Act of 1872, the first statute to deal
ans, to support their traditional bunting and them, their lands would be colonized with the sale and disposition of federal
fishing economy and to help them to develop anyway, crown lands. It stated:
a new agricultural economy to supplement 42. None of the provisions of this Act respect-
the traditional one when it was no longer Treaties in the ing the settlement of agricultural lands, or the

lease of timber lands, or the purchase and sale
viable. Northwest Territories of mineral lands, shall be held to apply toWhite settlers soon occupied the non-
reserve land that the Indians had surren- Throughout the British Empire, the Crown, territory the Indian title to which shall not at

dered, and their traditional hunting and not the local legislature, was always respon- the time have been extinguished. [Exhibit
fishing economy was undermined. Legisla- sible for the welfare of the aboriginal people. F569,p. 43]
tion and game regulations limited traditional In 1867, therefore, the British North America All of these instruments acknowledge the
activities yet further• The land allocated for Act gave the Parliament of Canada jurisdic- rights of the native people• They illustrate
reserves was often quite unsuitable for tion over Indian affairs and Indian lands that the recognition of aboriginal title was
agriculture, and the reserves were often throughout the new country• This jurisdic- deeply embedded in both the policy and the
whittled away to provide additional land for tion encompasses the Inuit, and the Metis as law of the new nation•
white settlement. The government never well, at least to the extent that they are Treaties 8 and 11, made with the Indians
advanced the capital necessary to develop an pressing claims based on their Indian ances- of Northern Alberta and the Northwest
agricultural base for the Indians, and when try. With Canada's acquisition of Rupert's Territories, continue both the philosophy
the native population hegan to expand, the Land and the Northwestern Territory, and and the form of earlier treaties. These two

the entry of British Columbia into Confeder- treaties are the subject of a recent book by
whole concept of developing agriculture on

alton, that jurisdiction extended from the Father Rend Fumoleau, As Long us this Land
reserve lands became impractical. Atlantic to the Pacific, from the 49th Parallel Shall Last. I cite his text for many official and

These prairie treaties were negotiated in
periods of near desperation for the Indian to the Arctic Ocean. historical documents related to these treaties•
tribes• The decimation of the buffalo herds The constitutional documents that ef- In 1888, government surveyors reported

had ruined their economy, and they suffered fected the transfer to Canada of Rupert's that there was oil in the Mackenzie Valley,
Land and the Northwestern Territory all and that the oil-bearing formations were

from epidemic diseases and periodic: star- refer to "aboriginal rights." The Imperial "almost co-extensive with the [Mackenzie]
vation, Often they had no alternative to Order-in-Council, signed by Queen Victoria, valley itself." The report of a Select Commit-
accepting the treaty commissioner's offers, that assigned Rupert's Land to Canada tee of the Senate on the resources of theThe recent settlement of native claims in

Alaska and the lames Bay Agreement folio w providcdthat: Mackenzie Basin, in March 1888, has a
the tradition of the treaties• The object of the Any claims of Indians to compensation for familiar ring today:

lands required for purposes of seltlement ... the petroleum area is so extensive as to
earlier surrenders was to permit agricultural shall be disposed of by the Canadian Govern- justify the belief {hat eventually it will
settlementbyanotherrace.Theobjectsofthe ment in communication with the Imperial supplythelargerpartofthiscontinent andbe
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act and of Government: and the [Ihldson's Bay] Cam- shipped from Churchill or some more north-
the James Bay Agreement are to facilitate pany shall be relieved of all responsibility in ern Hudson's Bay pc_rt to England .... The
resource development by another race. The respect of them.[Exhibit F569, p. 42] evidence ,.. points to the existence ... of the
negotiators for the Province of Quebec stated It was upon these conditions that Canada most extensive petroleum field in America, if

not in the World. The uses of petroleum and
that, if the native people refused to approve achieved sovereignty over the lands that consequently the demand for it by all Nations
the James Bay Agreement, the project would comprise the Northwest Territories and are increasing at such a rapid ratio, {hat it is
go ahead anyway, and they would simply Yukon Territory, including the lands probable this great petroleum field will as-
lose the benefits offered by the Province. This claimed today by the Dene, lnuit and Metis. sume an enormous value in the near future
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and wit rank among the chief assets corn- Treaty 8, like the prairie treaties, provided In 1907, and repeatedly thereafter, Henry
prised in the Crown Domain of the Dominion. for an annual payment of $5 per head, the Conroy, who accompanied the original[cited in Funmleau, op. cit., p. 40]

recognition of hunting and fishing rights, treaty party in 1899 and who had charge of
A Privy Council Report of 1891 set forth the and the allocation of reserve lands. But these the annual payment of treaty money, recom-
government'sintentions: lands were not allocated then, and, with the mended that Treaty 8 should he extended

... the discovery {of] immense quantilies of sole exception of a small reserve at Hay farther north. But, in 1910, the official post-
petroleum.., renders it advisable that a treaty River in 1974, none have been allocated to lion was still that:

or treaties should be made with the Indians this day. at present there is no necessity for lakingwho claim those regions as their hunting "'"
grounds, wlth a view to the extinguishment of The Indian people did not see Treaty 8 as a that action. The influx of miners and prospec-
theIndiantitleinsuchporthmsof thesame, as surrender of their aboriginal rights: they tors into that country is very small, and al
it may be conshlered in the interest of the considered it to be a treaty of peace and present lhere [are] no settlers. Iciled in
puhlk: to open up for settlement. [cited in friendship• Native witnesses at the Inquiry Fumoleau, op.eit.,p, 136J
Fumoleau, op. cit.,p. 411 recalled the prophetic words that Chief The official position remained unchanged
No treaty was made, however, until the Drygeese spoke when Treaty 8 was signed at until 1920, when the hnperial Oil Company

Klondike gold rush of 1898. It was the entry Fort Resolution: struck oil on the Mackenzie River below Fort

of large numbers of white prospectors into If it is going to change, if you want to change Norman. The government quickly moved to
the Mackenzie Valley on their way to the our lives, then it is no use taking treaty, ensure that these oil-rich lands should be
Yukon gold fields and the desire of the because without treaty we are making a legally open for industrial development and

government to ensure peaceful occupation of living for ourselves and our families ... I free of any Indian interest. F.H. Kitto, Do-
would like a written promise from you to minion Land Surveyor, wrote:

the land that led to the making of Treaty 8. prove you are nol taking our land away from
The boundaries of Treaty 8 were drawn to us.... There will be no closed season on our The recent discoveries of oil at Norman
include the area in which geologists thought land. There will be nothing sakl aboul the [Wells] have been made on lands virtually
oi1 or gold might be found; they did not land. ,., My peclple will continue to live as belonging to those tribes {of non treaty Indi-
include the area inhabited by the Indians they were before and no White man will ans]. Until treaty has been made with them,
north of Great Slave Lake hecause, in the change that.... You willin the filture want us the right of the Mining Lands and YukonBranch Iof the federal gllvernment] to dispose
words of the Indian Commissioner, Am6d_e to live like While man dcJesand we do not uf these oil resources is open to debate. [cited

want that.... The people are happy as they in Fmnoleau, op.eit.,p. 159jForget: are.Ifyoutry tochangetheirwaysof lifeby
... their territory so far as it is at present treaty, you will destroy their happiness. Treaty 11 was soon signed. During the
knownisofnoparlictdarvalueandthey very There will be b/tar sh'tlggle between your summer of 1921, the Treaty Commission
rarely come into contac_ with Whites. [cited in people and my people. [cited in Fumaleau, ap, travelled down the Mackenzie River from
Fumoteau, op.cib, lX 59j cit.,p. 91ff.] Fort Providence to Fort McPherson, then

Treaty g was signed at various points In the years thai followed, legislation was returned to visit Fort Rae. In 1922, the treaty
including Fort Smith in 1899 and Fort enacted restricting native hunting and trap- was made with the Dene at Fort Liar& As

Resolution in 1900. While the treaty tom- ping. In 1917, closed seasons were estab- with Treaty 8, the Melts were given the
missioners negotiated with the indians, a lished on moose, carihou and certain other option of taking treaty or accepting scrip.
Half-Breed Commission negotiated with the animals essential to the economy of the However, the parliamentary approval nec
Melts. Following the procedure established native people, and in 1918 the Migratory essary to pay the scrip was delayed, and the
on the prairies, the government gave the Birds Convention Act further restricted their Metis were not paid until 1924, when 172
Mefis the option of coming under the treaty hunting. The Indians regarded these regula- Metis took scrip. The payments of $240 to
with thelndians or of accepting scrip, which tions as breaches of the promise that they each Melts represent the only settlement
entitled the bearer either to $240 or to 240 would be free to hunt, fish and trap, and made with the Melts of the Northwest

acres of land. Many Metis chose to come because of them they boycotted the payment Territories who did not lake treaty. Rick
under the treaty, of treaty money in 1920 at Fort Resolution. Hardy, President of the Metis Association,
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told the Inquiry that the Metis do not based on the evidence of witnesses to the ..."Thesizeoflandhastobelargeenoughforall of my people."... Chief Monfwi asked for
consider that these payments extinguished event: a land boundary starting from Fort Prov-
their aboriginal rights. Commissioner Conroy promised the people idence, all along the Mackenzie River, right up

The Dene do not regard Treaty 11, which that this was their land. "You can do what- to Great Bear Lake, then across to Contwoyto
followed the pattern of Treaty 8, as a ever you want," he said."We are not going to Lake ... Snowdrift, along the Greal Slave

stop you.... " This was the promise he made Lake, back to Fort Providence.

surrender of their land, but consider it to be a to the people.., that we could go hunting and The next day we crowded into the meeling
treaty of peace and friendship. Father fishing .... tent again and began the big discussion about
Fumoleau writes of Treaty 13_: Then tbe Treaty party, Commissioner Conroy the land boundary again. Finally they came to

A few basic facts emerge from lhe evidence of ... said, "As long as the Mackenzie River an agreement and a land boundary was
documents and teslimonies. These are: treaty flows, and as hmg as the sun always comes drawn up. Chief Monfwi said that within
negotiations were brief, initial opposition was around the same direction every day, we will this land boundary there will be no closed
overcome, specific demands were made by the never break our promise." The people and the season on game so long as the sun rises and the
Indians. promises were given, and agreement Bishop said the same thing, so the people great river flows and only upon these terms I
wasreached ..... thought lhat it was impossible that this will accept the treaty money. [cited in

They saw the white man's treaty as his way would happen - the river would never re- Fumoleau, op. cit. p. 192ff]
of offering them his help and friendship, verseand go back up-river, and the sun would The Government of the Northwest Terri-
They were willing to share their land with never go reverse. This was impossible, so they
him in the manner prescribed by their tradi- must be true. Thai is why we took the Treaty. tortes had, by this time, begun to take shape.
tion and culture. The two races wnuld live [cited in Fumoleau, op.ciL p. 180ff] The first territorial government headquar-
side by side in the North, embarking on a Joe Naedzo told the Inquiry at Fort Franklin ters opened in Fort Smith in 1921, and its
common future. [cited in Fumoleau, op. cir., that, according to the native people's inter- first session was the same year, with oil the
p. 210ff.] pretation of the treaty, the government made main item on the agenda. The duties of the
In 1921, as in 1899, the Dene wanted to % law for themselves that as long as the new administration included inspection ofthe oil well and of the country to see if it was

retain their traditional way of life and to Mackenzie River flows in one direction, the suitablefora pipeline.
obtain guarantees against the encroachment sun rises and sets, we will not bother you The Dene had signed Treaties 8 and 11 on
of white settlers on their land. In fact about your land or the animals." (C606) the understanding that they would be free to
Commissioner Conroy did guarantee the When the treaty commissioners reached hunt and fish over their traditional territory,
Dene full freedom to hunt, trap and fish, Fort Rae in 1921, the Dogrib people there and that the government would protect
because many Dene negotiators were ada- were well aware that the promises the them from the competition and intrusion of
mant that, unless the guarantee was given, government had made to the Dogribs and white trappers. Yet, contrary to treaty prom-
they would not sign the treaty. To the Dene, Chipewyans, who had signed the treaty at ises, an influx of white trappers and traders
this guarantee that the government would Fort Resolution in 1900, had not been kept. into the country was permitted to exploit the
not interfere with their traditionallife on the The native people would not sign Treaty 11 game resources almost at' will, and soon
land was an affirmation, not an extinguish- unless the government guaranteed hunting strict game laws were necessary to save
ment, of their rights to their homeland, and trapping rights over the whole of their certain animal populations from extinction,

It is important to understand the Dene's traditional territory. This is Harry Black's The enforcement of these game laws caused
view of the treaty, because it explains the account of the negotiations with the Dogribs: hardship to the native people who depended
vehemence with which native witnesses Chief Monfwi stated that if his terms were ontheanimals forsurvival.

told the Inquiry that the land is still theirs, met and agreed upon, then there will be a The encroachment of white trappers on
that they have never sold it, and that it is not treaty, but if his terms were not met, then"there will be no treaty since you [Treaty lands that the native people regarded as
for sale. Officials]are on my land." ... The Indian their own led them to demand the establish-

Father Fumoleau has written an account agent asked Chief Monfwi ... what size of merit of game preserves in which only they
of the Treaty negotiations at Fort Norman, land he wanted for the band. Monfwi stated would be permitted to hunt and trap. Frank
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T'Seleie laid of such a request made by regulatetheactivityofwhitetrappersandto me a lesson." You know, so often you [don't]
Father Antoine 13inamfi on behalf of the restrict hunting and trapping licences only see the native people, tbey are tied &_wn bin
people of Fort Good Hope in 1928: to those white persons who already held much, I think, by the government. We never

At the present time the Indians are in fear of them. But, as Father Fumoleau told us, by go and bark, therefore nobody takes notice of
us, and it is about time thai we the people of

too many outside trappers getting into the this time moat of the white trappers ha'd this northland should get up sometime and
districts outlined ... and should these pre- turned from trapping to mining, At the same bark and then we would be noticed.[Cg7ff.]
serves be granted ... the Indians would be time that the native people had been re-
morelikelyIuendeavourto preservethegame Sofar I have been describing treaties made
in their own way. They at present are afraid stricted in their traditional activities, oil and
of leaving the beaver colonies to breed up as mineral exploration and development had with the Indians and Metis. No treaties were
thewhitemanwouldinalllikellhoodc{_mein proceeded apace, In 1932, the richest ura- ever made with the lnuit, although the

boundaries of Treaty 11 include part of theand hunt them.[C1773] nlum mine in the world began operation at

The request was never granted, although Port Radium on Great Bear Lake. Gold was Mackenzie Delta that was occupied and used
some game preserves were eslablished in discovered in Ycllowknife in 1933, In 1938, by the Inuit, They were not asked to sign the
other areas. Norman Wells produced 22,000 barrels of oil, treaty in 1921 and, when they were invited

Wood Buffalo National Park was estab- and in 1938-1939 the value of gold mined in todosoin 1929, they refused.

lished in 1922 and enlarged in 1926. Shooting the Northwest Territories exceeded for the The absence of a treaty has made little
buffalo was strictly forbidden, although first time the total value of raw furs difference to the lnuit, although they have
Treaty Indians were allowed to hunt other produced, been spared the invidious legal distinctions
game and lo trap furbearing animals in the The Done insist the history of broken introduced among the Dene by treaty and
park, These regulations were strictly en- promises continues today. Jim Sitlichinli, at non-treaty status. The Inuit witnesses who
forced, and the protection of buffalo took the very first community hearing, held in spoke to the Inquiry made clear that they, no
precedence over the protection of Indian Aklavik, related the recent experience of the less than the Dene, regard their traditional
hunting rights, native people: lands as their homeland.They also demand

In 1928, the government imposed a three- Now, at {he time of the treaty ... 55 years ago recognition of their rights to the land and
year closed season on beaver in the Macken .... they said, "As long as the river runs, as their right to self-determination as a people.
zie District. This regulation came at the longasthesungoesupanddown, andaslong At Tuktoyaktuk, Vince Steen summarized
worst possible time for the Done, for that as you see that black mountain up there, well, the historical experience of the Inuit:
year they were decimated by an influenza you are entitled to your land."
epidemic. Other furbearing animals were Therlverisstillrunning. Thesunstillgoesup A lot of people seem to wonder why theEskimos don't take/he white man's word at

and down and the black mountain is still up
scarce, and without beaver they were short there, but today it seems that, the way our face value any more.... Well, from my point
of meal. The Done at Fort Rae protested and people understand, the government is giving of view, it goes way back, right back to when
refused in accept treaty payment until they up our land. It is giving [it up] to the seismic the Eskimos first saw the white man.
had been assured that they could kill beaver, people and the other people coming up here, Most of them were whalers, and the whaler
Bishop Breynat had appealed to the govern- selling ... our land. The government is not wasn't very nice to the Eskimo. He just took
ment on their behalf, and some modifications keepingits word, at least assomeof usseeit, all the whales he could get and never mind

to the closed season were made. Despite Now, there has been lots of damage done the results. Who is paying for it now? The
continuing protests about the activities of alreadytothispart(ffthenorthland, andifwe Eskimo. There is a quc_ta on how many
white trappers, they received no protection don't sayanything, it willget worse .... whaleshecan kill now.
from this threat. In 1937, the Indians of Fort The other day I was taking a walk in Yellow- Then next, following the whalers, the white

Resolution again refused, as they had in knife. . . and l passed a house there with a dog traders and the white trappers. The white
tied outside. I didn't notice it and all of a traders took them for every cent they could

1920, to accept treaty payment in protest suddenthisdogjumpedupandgavemeabig get. You know the stories in every history
against their treatment by the government, bark, and then, after I passed through there, I book where they had a pile of fur as high as

Finally, in 1938, legislation was passed to was saying to myself, "Well, that dog taught your gun. Those things were not fair. The
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natives lived with it - damn well had to - h) Now they want tn drill out lhere. Now lhey the North, Canadian policy should take a

get that gun, to make life easier for himself, want to build a pipeline and they say they're new direction.

Then there was the white trapper. I le came not going to hurl the country while they do it. Throughout Canada, we have assumed

ahmg and he showed the Eskimo how to use They're gning to let the Eskimo live his way, that the advance of western civilization
the traps, steel-jawed _raps, leg-hold traps, but he can't because ... lhe white man has not

They used them, well they're still using them only gotten sfl that he's taken over, taken would lead the native people to join the
today, but for the first 70 years when they everything out nf the country ... but he's also mainstream of Canadian life. On this as-
were being used, there were no complaints taken the culture, half of it anyway .... sumption, the treaties promised the Indians
down south about how cruel those traps are - For the Eskimo to believe now that the white education and agricultural training. On this

as long as there was white trappers using man is not going 1o do any damage out there assumption, the federal government has
lhem. Now for the last five years lhey are ... is just about impossible, because he hasn't introduced programs for education, housing,

even thinking of culling us off, but they proven himself. As far as I'm concerned he job training and welfare to both treaty and

haven't showed us a new way of how to cah;h hasn't praven himself worthy of being non-treaty Indians. Historical experience

those foxes for their wives though, believed any more .... has clearly shown that this assumption is
After them, after the white trappers and the The Eskima is asking for a land settlement ill-founded, and that such programs do not

furlraders, wehavealllhesettlements.allthe because he doesn't trusl the white man any work. The statistics for unemployment,
government people coming in and making more to handle the land that he owns, and he
setllements all over, and Idling the people school drop-outs, inadequate housing, prison
whal to do, what is best for them. Live here. figures he's owned for years and years, inmates, infant mortality and violent death

Live there. That placeis nogood for you.Right [C4199ff.] bespeak the failure of these programs.

here is your schooh So they did - they all Because the native people of the North George Manuel, President of the National
movedinlosettlemen_s, andforihe1950sand believe the pipeline and the developments lndianBrotherhood, toldtheInquirythalthe

1960s they damn near starved• Most of them that will follow it will undermine their use programs failed because the native peoplewere on rations because they were not going

out into the country any mcwe. Their kids had of the land and indelibly shape the future of were never given the political and eonstitu-
togatoschool, their lives in a way that is not of their tional authority to enforce the treaty tom-

Then came the oil companies. First the sets- choosing, they insist that, hefore any such mitments or to implement the programs.
mographie out fits, and like the Eskimo did for development takes place, their right to their Every program has assumed, and eventually

the lasl 50 or 60 years, he sal back and land and their right to self-determination as has produced, greater dependency on the

watched lhem. Ccmldn't do anylhing about it a people must be recognized. They have government. Manuel told the Inquiry:
anyway, and he watched them phmgh up
their land in the summertime, phmgh up their always held these beliefs, but their articula- We, the aboriginal pecJi)les of Southern

traps in the wintertime. Whal are you going tion of them has seldom been heard or Canada, have already experienced our Mac-
to do aboul it? A cat [caterpillar It'actor] is understood, kenzie Valley pipeline. Such projects have

bigger than your skidoo or your dog team. occurred lime and time again in our hish)ry.
They were, and are, the beginnings of the type

Then the oil companies. Wen, lhe oil compa Entrenchment, of devehlpments which deslroy the way of
hies, I must say, of all of lhem so far that 1
have mentioned, seem to have the most Not Extinguishment life of aboriginal peoples and rob us of our

"'" economic,cullural and pcfliticalindepen-
respect for the people and their ways: but il is Canadian policy has always contemplated denee ....

too late. The people won't take a white man's the eventual extinguishment of native title
word at face vahm any more because you Developments of _his kind can only be sup-
fooled them ton many times. Ynu look every- to the land. The native people had to make ported on the conditlan lha[ the [native]

thing lhey had and you gave them nothing, way for the settlement of agricultural lands people must first be assured economic, p{*lili
You tnnk all the fur, look all the whales, killed in the West, and now they are told they must {:al and cultural self-reliance. [F21761]

all lhe polar bear wilh aircraft and every- make way for the industrial development of Manuel argued that the settlement of native

thing, and putaqu_laon top of thaL so we theNorth. ButthenativepeopleoftheNorth claims in the North must recognize lhe
can't have polar bear when we feel like it any
more. All that we pay for. Same thing with do not want to repeat the history of the native people's rights to land and to political
the seismic outfits .... native peol)les of the West. They say that, in authority over the land, as opposed to cash
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compensation for the purchase of their land. "'cleveh_pmenlaF" model in the widest and The Honourahle Judd Buchanan, in address-

Tim object of negotiations, he said, should be most human sense of the word, It allows far ing the Territorial Council of the Northwest

the preservatfimofour peopleandourcullure Territories on February 13, 1976, deserlbed
the enhancement of aboriginal rights, not . and secures cmr participation as equals in the
their extinguishment. Only through transfer economy and society of Canada, [Delta Gas: the claims, as the government saw them:
to them of real economic and political power Now or Later, speech presented in Ottawa, First, the claims involved are regarded as

can the native people of the North play a May 24, 1974, p. 14] comprehensive in the sense that flmy relate to

major role in determining the course of The treaties already made with the Dene all native claimants residing in the area
concerned, and the proposals for settlement ...

events in their homeland and avoid the do not stand in the way of a new settlemenh could include the following dements: catego-
demoralization that has overtaken so many The Dene maintain that Treaties 8 and 11 did ries of land, hunting, trapping and fishing,
Indian communities in the South. The deter- not extinguish their aboriginal rights, and resource management, cultural identity, and

mination to arrest this historical process, the government, for its part, has agreed to native involvement in governmenhd ew)lu-

which is ah'eady underway in some north- negotiate settlement of native claims with- tion.[p. 7ff.l

ern communities, explains the native peo- out insisting on whatever rights it may claim The native people of the North, for their

pie's insistence on a settlement that en- under the treaties. Since no reserves were part, also wish the settlement of their claims

trenches their right to the land and offers ever set aside under the treaties (except one to be a comprehensive settlement. They, like

them self-determination, at Hay River), federal policy, therefore, is not the federal government, see their claims as

The demand for entrenchment of native impeded by the Indian Act, the provisions of the means of opening up new possibilities.

rights is not unique to the native people of which relate primarily to the administration Robert Andre, at Arctic Red River, artieu-

tim Norlh. Indians in Southern Canada, and ofreservelands, lated for the Inquiry the native people's

aboriginal peoples in many other parts of the In the ease of the nen-slatus Indians - view of the objectives of their claims:

world, are urging upon the dominant society treaty Indians who for one reason or another We are saying we have _he right to delermine

their own right to self-determination. As have lost their treaty status - the Indian Act our own lives. This right derives from the fact
Manuel said: has no application, and the federal govern- _hat we were here first. We are saying we are

Aboriginal lmople everywhere share a corn- ment has agreed to negotiate with them on a distinct people, a nation of people, anti we
men attachment t() the land, a common expe- the footing that they are entitled to partici _ must have a special righl within Canada. Weare distinct in that it will not be an easy

rien(:eand a (:ommon struggle. IF21760] pale in a settlement in the same way as matter for us to be brought into your system

James Wah-Shee, voicing a sentiment shared treaty Indians. The government has made because we are different. We have our own

hy virtually all of the native people in the the same undertaking to the Metis. The system, ourown wayoflife, our own cultures

North, said: government is not, therefore, arguing that and traditions. We have our own languages,
the payment of scrip by the Half-Breed ourownlaws, andasystemafjustine ....

The general public has been misinfllrmed on Commissions in tile past extinguislmd the Land claims [mean] mir surviwd as a
tl_e queslfim of hind settlement in the North. "'"

What is at issue is hmcl not money, aboriginal rights of the Metis. in the case of distinct people. We are a people with a hmg
the [nuit, there are neither treaties nor history and a whole culture, a culture which

a land seilh!mel/[ in Ihe Northwest Territo- has survived .... We want to survive as a

ries requires a new approach, a break in a reserves, and the provisions of the Indian people, thence] our stand for maximum inde-
historical l)all(_l'n, A "once and-for-all" set- Act have never heen applied to them. pendenee within your society. We wanl to
tlement in the lradilion of the trealies and There is, therefore, no legal or constitu- dewdop our own economy. We wanl _oac:
Alaska will not work in the Northwest Terri- tional impedimenl to the adoption of a new quire political indei)endence for our imolde,

tortes. Thai we are seriously considering is policy in the settlement of native claims. The within the Canadian constitution. We want tcJ

not the surren(ler of our rights "once and for federal government, in dealing with the govern our own lives and our own hinds and

all" hut the fcJrmalizafion of our rights and claims of the northern peoph_, has recognized its resources. We want to have our mvn
ongoing oeguliali{in and dialogue. We are syslem of governmenl, hy whic:h we can
investigating a s(llution which couhl be a both that there arc new opportunities for the control and deveh)p nur land for our benefit,
source of pride to all Canadians and nol an settlement of claims and that such claims We want to have the exclusive right to hunt,
expensive tax burden, for ours is a truly must be treated as comprehensive claims, lofishandR)trap.[C4536ff.]
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We are saying that on the basis of our Dene land claims, but the evidence I have can rebuild their society. They are seeking -
[aboriginal] land rights, we have an owner- heard indicates that the claims of the lnuit and discovering - insights of their own into
ship and the right to participate directly in coincide in principle with those of the Dene. the nature of the dominant white society and
resourcedevelopment.[C4536] The Melts Association of the Northwest into the relationship between that society
We want, as the original owners of this land,
to receive royalties from [past] developments Territories originally indicated its agreement and their own. They believe they must
and for fulure developments, which we are with the Dane position, but they are now formulate their claims for the future on that
prepared to allow. These royalties will be developing a claim of their own. I am basis.
used to fund local economic development, satisfied that the position Andre articulated Native leadership can come only from the
which we are sure will last long after the represents the concept of native claims held native people, and the reasons for this lie
companies have exhausted the non-renew- by the majority of the people of Indian deep within man's soul. We all sense that
ableresourcesofourland. The present system ancestry in the Mackenzie Valley. people must do what they can for them-attempts to put us into a wage economy as
employees of companies and governments selves. No one else, no matter how well-
over which we have no control. We want to meaning, can do it for them. The native

strengthen the economy at the community Self-Determination people are, therefore, seeking a fundamental
level, under the collective control of our reordering of the relations between them-
people. In this way many of our young people and Confederation selves and the rest of Canada. They are
will be able to participate directly in the seeklnga new Confederation in the North.
community and not have to move elsewhere The concept of native self-determinationto find employment.
We want to become involved in the education The Claim to Self-determination must be understood in the context of native
of our children in the communities where we Why do the native people in the North insist claims. When the Dene people refer to
are in the majority. We want to be able to upon their right to self-determination? Why themselves as a nation, as many of them
control the localschools. We want to start our cannot they be governed by the same politi _ have, they are not renouncing Canada or
own schools in the larger centres in the North col institutions as other Canadians? Many Confederation. Rather they are proclaiming
where wearein theminority .... white people in the North raised these that they are a distinct people, who share a
Where the governments have a contiI{uing questions at the Inquiry. Ross Laycock at common historical experience, a common set
role after the land setllement, we want to of values, and a common world view. They
have a clear recognition as a distinct people, Norman Wells put it this way: want their children and their children's
especially at the community level. Also at the I don't see why ... we say Dene nation, why
community level, powers and control should not a Canadian nation? The Americans in children to be secure in that same knowledge
lie with the chief and band council. To coping with racial prejudice have a melting of who they are and where they come from.
achieve all this is not easy. Much work lies pot where all races become Americans. We They want their own experience, traditions
ahead of us .... have a patchwork quilt, so let us sew it and values to occupy an honourable place in
We must again become a people making our together and become Canadians, not white the contemporary life of our country. Seen in
own history. To be able to make our own and Indians.[C2"1491 this light, they say their claims will lead to
history is to be able to mould our own future, But all of our experience has shown that the enhancement of Confederation - not to
to build our society that preserves the best of the native people are not prepared to assimi- its renunciation.
our past and our traditions, while enabling us
to grow and develop as a whole people, late into our society. The fact is, they are It is a disservice to the Dene to suggest that

Wewantasocietywhereallareequal, where distinct from the mass of the Canadian they - or, for that matter, the lnuit or the
people do not exploit others. We are not people racially, culturally and linguistically. Metis- are separatists. They see their future
against change, but it must be under our terms The people living in the far-flung villages of as lying with and within Canada, and they
and under our control.... We ask that our the Canadian North may be remote from the look to the Government of Canada, to the
rights as a people for self-determination be metropolis, but they are not ignorant. They Parliament of Canada, and to the Crown
respected.[C4539ff.I sense that their determination to be them- itself to safeguard their rights and their
Robert Andre was speaking only of the selves is the only foundation on which they future. Indeed it is this Inquiry, established
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by the Government of Canada under the 1970, Ch. N-22),It is certainly within Parlia- Canadians have had to affirm again and
Territorial I,ands Act, a statute enacted by menFs power to reorganize the territorial again in the face of continuing challenges to
the Parliament of Canada, which they have government to permit a devolution of self- lheir tolerance and sense of diversity. Why
chosen to be a forum for the presentation of government to Dene and Inuii institutions, should the native people of Canada be given
their case before the people of Southern Parliamentiscompetent, intheexerciseofits special consideration? No such consideration
Canada. jurisdiction under Section 91(24) of the has been offered to the Ukrainians, the

British North America Act, to restrict partic _ Swedes, the Italians, or any other race, ethnic

Self-determination and ipation in such institutions to persons of a group or nationality since Confederation.

the Canadian Constitution certain racial heritage. Why should the native people bc allowed
Could the native people's claims to self- political institutions of their own under the

Can a settlement that embraces the native determination, to the land, and to self- Constitution of Canada, when other groups
people's claim to self-determination be ac- governing institutions be accommodated arenot?

commodaled within our constitutionaltradi- constitutionally within any future legisla- The answer is simple enough: the native
tionand framework? tion that might establish a province in the people of the North did not immigrate to

The roots of most Canadians lie in Europe, Territories? Under our constitution, specific Canada as individuals or families expecting
but the cultures of the native peoples have a limitations and conditions could be attached to assimilate. Immigrants chose to come and
different origin:they are indigenous to North to the powers of a new province. Constitu- to submit to the Canadian polity; their
America. The Fathers of Confederation pro- tionally, there is no bar to the native owner- choices were individual choices. The Dene

vided in the constitution that thc Parliament ship of land nor to a guarantee of native and the lnuit were already here, and were
of Canada should protect the native people institutions of self-government in a new forced to submit to the polity imposed upon
of our country. There is no such provision in province, them. They were here and had their own
the constilution for any other people, l think such special guarantees would be languages, cultures and histories before the

Parliament has exclusive legislative juris- in keeping with the Canadian tradition. Lord arrival of the French or English.They are the
diction in relatkm to the native peoples of Durham, in his report of 1839, looked toward original peoples of Northern Canada. The
Canada, but the British North America Act the assimilation of all Canadians into the North was-and is- their homeland.

does Not prescribe any particular legislative British culture. The Act of Union in 1840

arrangements for them. There is nothing in established a framework of government SpecialStatus
thc constitution that would preclude the designed to promote this solution: one prov-

ince and one legislature for both the French- Experience has shown that our concept of
kind of settlement the native people of the speaking people of Lower Canada and the universal assimilation cannot be applied to
North are seeking.

Under the constitutional authority of English-speaking people of Upper Canada. the native people. Dr. Lloyd Barber, Commis-But the people of Quebec would not be sioner of lndian Claims in Canada, hassaid:
Parliament to legislate for the peace, order assimilated. Thus, in 1867, as Dr. Peter .. . nalive people are seriously talking about a
and good government of Canada, there has Russell wrote, "it was Carrier's ideal of a distinctly differen_ place within Canadian

' society, an opportunity for grealer self-deter-
been a wide range of administrative at- pluralistic nation, not Durham's ideal of a ruination and a fair share of resources, based
rangemenls in the Northwest Territories, British nation in North America, that pre- on their original rights. No doubt _his will
beginning with the Act of 1869 (S.C. 32-33 vailed." The Dene, the Inuit and the Metis require new and special forms of institutions
Victoria, Ch.3), which established a tempo- call for the extension to Canada's native which will need to be recognized as part of
rary system of administrative control for people of the original spirit of Confederation, our political framework. ISpeech to the I_.otary
Rupert's Land and the Northwestern Terri- Canada has not been an easy nation to Clubln Yellowknife, 1974]
tory, right up to 1970 with the establishment govern, but over the years we have tried to The idea of new political institutions that
of the contemporary Territorial Council remain true to the ideal that underlies give meaning to native self-determination
under the Northwest Territories Act (R.S.C. Confederation, an ideal that Canada and should not frighten us. Special status for the
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native people is, and has been since Confed- "the foundation for future policy" - reef- The claim by native people for institutions
oration, an integral part of our constitutional firmed the idea of special status. The state- of their own is not going to be abandoned. In
tradition. Their special status has, however, ment of policy foresees "that there would the North - indeed, all over Canada - it is
often led them into a state of enforced continue to be recognition for Indian status, gaining strength. It may seem odd - and out

dependency. The self-determination that the treaty rights and special privileges resulting of keeping with liberal notions of integration
native people of the North are now seekingis from land claims settlements." This, of and assimilation - but it is an ethnic strand
an extension of the special status they have course, would apply to the treaty Indians in in our constitutional fabric going back to
always had under the constitution. In work- the Mackenzie Valley ancl the Western 1867 and before, The European settlement of
ing out the nature and scope of that special Arctic. But it must, in the Northwest Territo- this country was an heroic achievement, but
status and of the political institutions that it ries, entail also some form of special status that history should not he celebrated in a
will have, the native people of the North see for non-treaty Indians, Metis and Inuit way that fails to recognize the presence and
an opportunity to break the cycle of depen- because their aboriginal rights have been history of the original inhabitants. We may
dency and to regain their sense of integrity also recognized. The government cannot take pride in the achievements of ancestors
and self-reliance. Barber had this to say admit special status for treaty Indians, yet who settled the Atlantic coast, the St. Law-

about the importance of native self- deny it to those living in the same village, fence Valley, and then pushed on to the
determination: even in the same houses. Special status for West and to the Pacific, but we should never

The olcl approaches are out. We've been the native people has always been federal forget that there were already people living
allowed to delude ourselves about lhe situa- policy in Canada: the time has now come to in those lands. These peoples are now insist-
tion for a long time because of a basic lack of make it work. ing that we recognize their right to develop
political power in native communities. This is Local, regional, or territorial political political institutions in the North that will
no longer the case, and it is out of the question entities may evolve that have a predomi- enable them to build on their own traditions
that the newly emerging pcflitical and legal nantly native electorate, an electorate in and on their own past so they can share more
power of native people is likely to diminish.
We must face the situation squarely as a which a native majority might be en- fullyinourcountry'sfuture.
political fac:Iof lifebut mc)reimportantly, asa trenched by a suitable residency clause, Or
fundamenlalpoinlofhonourandfairness. We political instruments may be developed by Evolution of Government
do, indeed, have a significanl piece of unfin which the native people can, under an ethnic in the Northwest Territories
ished business that lies at the foundations of franchise and within a larger political entity,
Ihiscounlry.[ibld.] control matters that are, by tradition and The concept of native self-determination is
1 have used the expression "special right, theirs to determine. One approach antithetical to the vision of the future held

status," anct I do so advisedly. A special would be geographical, the other functional, by many white people in the Northwest
status for the native people is embodied in I am not attempting here to list all of the Territories, who believe that, in due course,
the constitution and reflected in the Indian political possibilities. The native people and the Territories should become a province like
Act and the treaties. In1969, theGovernment the Government of Canada must explore the other provinces. They see no place for

of Canada proposed to end special status for them together. I am saying that the Constitu- native self-determination in such a future. It
the native peoples, and the native peoples tion of Canada does not necessarily require is not surprising they should feel this way,
throughout Canada opposed that idea so the imposition of existing political forms on because their vision of the future is a
vigorously that the government abandoned the native people. The constitution offers an reflection of what occurred during the settle-
it. opportunity to deal comprehensively with ment of the West, Agricultural settlers

The Honourable Judd Buchanan, then native claims in the North, unfettered by moved into Indian country, and when they
Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern real or imagined constitutional constraints, l were well enough established, they sought

Development, in a statement of policy issued express no opinion on the various options: I admittance to Confederation as a province.
on luly 26, 1976 - a statenmnt of policy simply want it understood that all of them In 1870 Manitoba was carved out of the
approved by the Cabinet and described as areopen, Northwestern Territory; in 1880 a large area
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of t)m Northwest(_rn Territory was transfer- communities have so far achieved, have very Government of tho Northwest Territories, all
red to Ontario; in 1905 Alherta and Sas- limited authority. In practice, this authority are white. For the most paN, native employ-
katchewan were created; and in 1912 a large relates only to the day-to-day operations of ees hold clerical and ianitorial positions.
area was added t() the Province of Quebec. the community, such as roads, water, sewage Noel Kakfwi expressed to the Inquiry at Fort
Many white northerners expected the and garhage, ]o the native communities, Good H pe the native people s sense of non
Northwest Territ()ries, following this most members of the local council arc partic:ipationintheexistinggovernment:

process, to become a province like the others; natives, but the native people made it quite In Yellowknife last week l spent about eight
a province in which white men govern a clem' to me that these councils have no (lays. Out of curiosity I went into the offices
land that one(: belonged to others. Some power to deal with their vital concerns, such and I was exploring the building in different
witnesses have urged me to recommend to as the protection of their land and the places. All l seen was thnse white people with

the federal government the granting of education of their children. These important the brnwn hair, white collar, neckties, sitting
additional powers to the Territorial Council decisions are still made in Yellowknife and fm the desk. I looked around if I couhl see one

nalive felhJw, one Dene. Nothing doing.in order In bring the Northwest Territories Ottawa. The native people regard local [C1923ff.]
closer _oprovincial status, government, as it exists at l)resent, as an

In fact, the evolution of political institu- extension of the territorialgovernment, not a In developing institutinns of government
lions in the Northwest Territnries since 1905 political institution of tim community itself, in the North, we have sought to impose our
has followed the pattern of the provinces. Paul Andrew, Chief of the Fort Norman ownsystem, lopersuadethe native peol)le to
The Territorial Council is modelled after the Band, had formerly worked as settlement conform to our political models. We have not
provinciallegislatures, although hecauseit is secretary at Fort Norman. He described local tried to fashion a system of government
theemationofParliamenhithasnostanding government in this way: hased on the Dene and Inuit models of
under theconstitution. It was quite obvious thai this whole Settle- consensus, or to build on their traditional

In 1966, the Carrothers Conm'dssion rec- menl Council system has never worked an(l forms of local decision-making. So long as
ommended that local municipal bodies never will work because it is a form of the nativepeoplem'eohliged to participalein
should be the basis for the developmenl of tokenism to the territorial government..., lit political institutions that are not of their
self-government in the Northwest Territo- is] an Advisory Board whose advice [is] hal making or of their choosing, it seems to ine

ries. As a result, institutions of local govern- usually taken .... their participation will be half-hearted.
menl were established following the m()del The frustralk)ns that I found for the posilinn Indeed, two Dene memhers withdrew fromwas thai I was Iold thai I was working for the
of municipal institutions as they exist in people. BulIwas continuously getting orders the Territorial Council last year on the
Southern Canada. In the larger centres, local from the regional off_ce.They were the ones ground that such membership was incnn-
governnmnt has a tax base founded on that finally deckled what wcmhl happen and sistcnt with the furlherance of the (do)ms of
private property. The same system, whereby what wouht not happen.[C875ff.] the Dene.

increased responsibility for local affairs is Though there is a majority of native To understand why Dene and Inuit mad-
tied to the evolution of a tax base, was people on the Territorial Council, it is not els have nnt heen usecl to clevelop local and
established in native communities. Even regarded as a native institution. The regional government in the North, we have

though there is virtually no private property bureaucracy of the territorial government, to look closely at our own assumptions about
in these (:omlnunities, the assumption seems concentrated in Yellowknife and the other the native people. During tile past few years,
to have heen that they would progress in large centres, plays a far more trot)errant the native people have challenged the valid-
time from settlements and hamlets - the part than the Territorial Council in shaping ityoftheseassumptions.
most limited forms of loc:al governnmnt - to the lives of the native people and their We have assumed that native culture is
the status of villages, towns and cities, like communities. The native people see the static and unchanging, and we have not
Fort Simpson, lnuvik and Yellowknife. Governm.ent of the Northwest Territories as seriously eonsidm'ed the possibility that the

Settlements and hamlets, the highesl Icy- a white institution; indeed, of the persons native people could adapt their traditional
els of local government that the native who hold the position of director in the social, economic and politicalorganization to
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deal with present realities. The native people North will follow the pattern of the history acres of land, were granted 40 million acres
are seen as a people locked into the past. of the West or whether it will find a place for and close to $1 billion. The settlement
Such an assumption becomes self-fulfilling, native ideas of self-determination. The set- includes more land than is held in trust for

By not allowing them the means to deal with tlement of native claims must be the point of all other American Indians, and the compen-
their present problems on their own terms, departure for any political reorganization in sation is nearly four times the amount that
their culture does, in fact, tend to become the Northwest Territories. That is why the all other Indian tribes have won from the

degraded and static. Their challenges to our decision on the pipeline is really a decision United States Indians Claims Commission
assumptions and their assertion of their about the political future of the Northwest during its 25 years of existence. Under the
rights have made many white people in the Territories, It is the highest obligation of the settlement, an elaborate system of regional
Northwest Territories uneasy. Native orga- Govermnent of Canada, now as it was a and village corporations has been estab-
nizations are resented, and the federal gov- century ago in the West, to settle the native lished to hold title to the lands and to receive
ernment is criticized for providing funds to people'sclaims to their northern homeland, the monetary benefits. But the settlement
them. A world in which the native people The pipeline project represents a far gives no special recognition to the native
could not assert their rights is changing into greater advance of the industrial system into economy in the form of hunting, fishing or
a world in which they can insist and are the North than anything that has gone trapping rights; nor does it establish any

insisting upon them. before it. The native people throughout the native political structures. In fact, the Act
Many white people in the North are Mackenzie Valley and the Western Arctic specifically states that no permanent, ra-

convinced that it is wrong to concede that sense that the decision on the pipeline is the cially defined institution, right or obligation
differences based on racial identity, cultural turning point in their history. For them the can be established by it. Under the Act, the
values and economic opportunities even time of decision has arrived, special status of native lands comes to an end
exist. But it is better to articulate and in 20 years. Emil Notti, former President of
understand these differences than it is to the Alaska Federation of Natives, told the

ignore them. The differences are real. They Native Claims: Inquiry that the settlement could be viewed

have always existed, but they have been Their Nature and Extent as:
suppressed. Now the native people are ... a rneans of transforming native peoples
proclaiming their right to shape their world from hunters and gatherers into entrepre-
in their own image and not in the shadow of neurs and capitalists in as short a time as
ours. As a result, some white people now Two Views of a Settlement possihle. IF23344]
resent what they regard as an attempt to Many white people see the settlement of The ultimate goal of the settlement, there-
alter the political, economic and social order native claims as a necessary preliminary to fore, is the assimilation of the native people.
of the Northwest Territories. They are right the pipeline, a clearing of the legal under- The Dene and the Inuit of Canada, however,
to regard this as an attempt to change the brush; such a settlement would follow the oppose any settlement that offers to pay the
existing order. But they should not resent it, pattern established elsewhere in Canada and native people for their land and then to
because a growing native consciousness is a the United States, by which the goal of the assimilate them into the larger society,
fact of life in the North. It was bound to settlement of native claims is to facilitate without any special rights or guarantees for

come. It is not going to go away, even if we agricultural and industrial development, them or their land. Both the Government of
impose political institutions in which it has Upon these grounds, a settlement along the Canada and the native people reject the
noplace, lines of the Alaskan settlement has been policyofassimilation.

Both the white and the native people in urged. The differences between the two concep-
the North realize that the government's Under the Alaska Native Claims Settle- tions of what is involved in the settlement of
decision on the pipeline and on the way in ment Act of 1971 the native people of the native claims are fundamental. Many white
which native claims are settled, will deter- state, in consideration of the extinguishment northerners, who regard a settlement as the

mine whether the political evolution of the of their aboriginal claims to some 375 million means of assimilating the native people, hold
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that if the native people will not settle their settlement. We want a settlement where we Indian Band, emphasized how his people
claims on these lerms and assimilate, then can keepourland tilltheendaf theearthand savedsomeareas:
they must be prepared to return to the hush not have our future relatives to have to fight

for it again and again, possibly till our land is ... iust like they are keeping it for the future
or the barrens, or lo live on reserves, as ours no more. We want to keep our land, we because they don'_ wan_ to clean everything
Indians do in the South. don't want money.... We want a settlement out at once. So they are kind of saving that

Tbe native people say this choice is too where n_)t only us and our children will be area out there.[C522/
limited. They believe they have the right to happy, bul [also] our great-grandchildren. A The native people maintain that the use
fashion a choice of their own. At the eommu- million times our thoughts will be happy, they make of the land requires them to
nity hearings the native people were at pains [C4591ff.1 control vast tracts of it. They reject a land
to articulate the nature and extent of their The Inuit, no less than the Dene, see the settlement that would give them title only to
claims, and the main lines of these claims are land as their birthright. Peter Thrasher of discrete blocks of land around their villages.
now reasonably clear. Aklavik expressed the views of the Irmit: They reject any suggestion, therefore, of an

In many ways I inherit what my grandfather extension of the reserve system to Northern
The Land and my father have given me; a place to live Canada. For this reason, also, they reject the

in, a place to own, somethingthavearightto, model of the James Bay Agreement as a
The native people presented extensive ev- ... 1 would like to give something for the
idence to the Inquiry to show that they have future generations of my children, so they means of settling their land claims.
used and occupied vast tracts of the Macken- will have something,., to live on, and they Under the James Bay Agreement, the Cree

also should have the right to inherit this and lnuit of Northern Quebec have agreed to
zie Valley and the Weslern Arctic since time country.[C14] surrender their aboriginal rights over their
immemorial, and they now seek recognition
of their right as a people to their homeland. The special characler of native land use traditional territory in return for cash cam-
Only through their collective ownership can explains why they seek title to areas of land pensation and for a land regime that gives
they ensure that their land will remain the that are, by southern standards, immense, them specific interests in three categories of
birthrighl of future generations. Two mem_ Within living memory, the Inuit of the land, Category I lands, allocated for the
bers of the Andre family of Arctic Red River Western Arctic have used nearly 100,000 nalive people's exclusive use, consist of land
expressed the feelings of the Dene on this square miles of land and water to support in and around the native villages. These
issue. Alice Andre: themselves. The Dene presented evidence to lands will be administered by the native

show that they have used and occupied people themselves, and although there are
My grandfather, old Paul Niditehie, was
elected first chief here in Arctic Red River in 450,000 square miles of land in the North- some differences in law, they roughly eorre-
1921. Ite was_meof thechlefs thut signedtbe west Territories. The native people rely not spend to reserve lands. Subject to some
treaty that year• ... It's going on to 55 years only on the areas in which they actually important exceptions, no economic develop-
since the treaty was signed ... today no white hunt, fish and trap, but they also need the menl on these lands can take place without
man is going to make me give our land away. areas that are of critical importance to the the consent of the native people. Category 1
... I am saying this for myself and lbe people, animal populations. At Sachs Harbour, Da- lands cover about 3,250 square miles for the
especially the children and the future genera- vid Nasogaluak explained to the Inquiry Inuit, and about 2,100 square miles for thetions to come, so they can make use of this
land....ThereisnowayI'mgoinglogivethis how the Bankslanders rely upon the whole Cree. The James Bay Agreement covers a
land away. I heard about Alaska and James of Banks Island, an area of 25,000 square total area of about 410,000 square miles (an
Bay. I don't want it _clhappen around here. miles, even though they do not hunt or trap area roughly equivalent to that covered by
[C45791 in the northern part of tlae island. Andy Treaties 8 and 11 in the Northwest Territo-

Agnes Andre: Carpenter added, "We are saving the north ries). Thus, in the words of John Ciaccia, who
Sh_mld we be forced into a land settlement end of Banks Island for breeding areas, negotiated the settlement for the Govern-
involving money, which wedonot wan_,how That's for foxes, caribou, muskoxea." meat of Quehec, Category 1 lands comprise
longwill the m(meylast?Ten,fifteen,twenty [C4120] but "a tiny proportion of the whole terri-
years? ... We don't want this kind of a land Daniel Sonfrere, Chief of the Hay River tory." [The James Bay and Northern Quebec
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Agreement, p. xvii] The Agreement also affects the greenery around us. The people The James Bay Agreement includes guar-
gives the native people hunting, fishing and who llve right in town are warned before- antees to protecl hunting, fishing and trap-
trapping rights in Category 2 and Category 3 hand about planting gardens and how they ping rights, Are they not adequate? In the
lands, to which I shall return later, may be affected hy high arsenic levels .... Agreement, the native people have exclusive

The native people of the North also reject The wildllfe has been driven further into the hunting, fishing and trapping rights in
the model of land selection used in the hush, The coming of the white man and the Category 2 lands, and the Cree may select
Alaskan settlement because such a model development he brought with him has only

served to take away our way t)flife.[Cg426ff.] 25,000 square miles, and the Inuit 35,000
would not support a land-based economy, square miles of such lands, but they have no
Under the Alaskan settlement, the native In virtually every native community in special right of occupancy: the Government
people have the right to select some 40 the Mackenzie Valley and Mackenzie Delta, of Quebec may designate these lands for
million acres of land from a checkerboard the people complained of the impact of development purposesat any time, solong as
grid. Although such a distribution enables seismic exploration on the habitat of thelandusedfordeve[opmentisreplacedor
village sites to be retained, it cannot accom- furbearing animals, They have no means of compensation paid. Mining, seismic explora-
modate trap lines nor the migratory controlling the activities of the oil and gas lion and technicalsurveys are not, however,
movements of caribou or fish. It is not industry• The Land Use Regulations provide classified as development, so these activities
designed to protect, and is not capable of forconsultationwiththecommunitieswhen may be carried out freely on Category 2

protecting, a land-based nativeeconomy• a company applies to the federal govern- lands, without compensation or replacement
ment to carry out seismic work, but the of land, even though such activity may

Regulation of Land Use communities can only advise, Even the right interfere with the native people's hunting,
The native people want to entrench their to advise proved, more oflen than not, to be fishing and trapping• Category 3 lands are

rights to the land, not only to preserve the illusory. In Aklavik, Billy Stoor offered an included in the public lands of the Province
native economy, but also to enable them to example of this. of Quebec: the native people have the right to

hunt, fish and trap on them, and certain
achieve a measure of control over alternative We received the Land Use Applicalion from species of animals and birds may be reserveduses of land, particularly the development of Norlhwest Lands and Forests and they [said
non-renewable resources. With such control, they[ would like .., to take gravel out of the for their exclusive use. However, develop-
they can influence the rate of advance of Willow River area, and they asked for Coun- ment of these lands may take place at any
industrial development in the North. oil's comments by April 2. That was yester- time without compensation in any form to
Alizette Potfighter of Defah, the Dene village day and we only received the application native people•
across the bay from Yellowknife, explained today. The applications, when they are made, The land regime of the Agreement is
why the native people regard such control as go to Fort Smith and [then] go tt_lnuvik and buttressed by provisions for sustained levels
essential: then they are forwarded _ous for comment, if of harvesting, a guaranteed nlinimum an-

we have any, and it is supposed to be done in nual income for hunters and trappers, and an
Yegowknife ... is in the process of becoming three weeks, but a lot of times they are late. elaborate scheme for the participation of
as large and as organized as the large towns And their application was received today, and native people in game management anddown south. In the past, people here tlsed to they wanted cmr comments by yesterday, so
hunt moose and fish right by the Yellowknife they could start today•[C79ff.] environmental protection• However, in
Bayandusedto huntcaribou•Theyusedtogo nearly every case, their participation in this
berry picking practically right in their back In light of their experience of the treaties, scheme is advisory and consultative•
yards• Now the people have to travel miles the native people insist that their hunting, The native people of the North reject the
andmilesfromhometohuntandtrap, thefish fishing and trapping rights cannot be pro- James Bay Agreement model as inadequateare no longer good to eak and [the people] have
to go lt_the Big Lake if they want fish, which tected merely by just incorporating them in a to protect their traditional economy because
again meansthat we have lotravel far. settlement. They see ownership and control it does not entrench hunting, fishing and
The mines have polhlted our waters and lhe of the land itself as the only means of trapping rights through ownership of the
fish.... The arsenic has caused this; it also safeguarding their traditional economy, land. In that model, the native economy must
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be subservient and secondary to alternative in the North, because the short-term value in one qualification: their views might be
uses of the land that will be incompatible dollarsofoil, gas or minerals lying beneath a overridden if the govermnent of the day
with the native use, tract of land usually exceeds its short-term resolved that the national interest required

There are other reasons why the native value for hunting, fishing and trapping, it.Thlsishow fie statedthat firnitation:

people of the North seek recognition of their Thompson suggested that these legal and In this context I use the word "required"
right to ownership of the land. Not only will economic imperatives require that, if the deliberalely, so that such an issue would not
such ownership give them the legal basis integrity of surface rights granted by the he determined on a mere balance of con-
from which they can negotiate with govern- settlement is to be ensured, the settlement of venience _r desirability, hut 9nty as a matter
ment and industry to ensure that any pro- native claims should confer management ofnecessity. Ip. 1081
posed developments are environmentally rights over minerals, either by legislation or In reaching its decision the government will
acceptable, it will also enahlo them to share through ownership, There is significant no doubt have regard not only for the particu-

lar mineral but also for the fact thai the
in lfie benefits of economic development, support for this proposition from the Aus- national interest requires respect for Aborig-
Royalties from the development of non- tralian Aboriginal Land Rights Colmnission. inal rightsand Aboriginal wisbes.[p. 119]
renewable resources could be used to mad- The Commissioner. Mr. Justice A,E, Wood-
ernize the native economy and to promote ward, said in his report of April 1974 that oil, The lnuit Tapirisat of Canada, in a sub-
development of renewable resoumes. There gas and minerals on aboriginal lands should mission to the Government of Canada in
may be other benefits from ioint-venture remain the property of the Crown, but he February 1976, grappled with this issue. On
arrangements with outside developers, by recommended that the aborigines should behalf of the lnuit of the Northwest Territo-
which the native people who wish to parlic- have the right to refuse to allow exploration ties, they claimed ownership in fee simple of
ipate in various forlns of development may for such resoumes on their tradilionallands: snme 250,000squaremilesofland and water,

do so, not merely as employees at the lowest I believe that to deny to aborigines the right to including the surface down to 1,500 feet, and
level - which has been the experience of the prevenl mining on their land is to deny the they laid down criteria for the selection of
past - but also as inanagers and contractors, reality of their land rights. [p. 1081 these lands. Of particular importance is this

The question of royalties on non-renew- This recommendalion brings us to what provision: the Inuit should have fhe right to
able resources brings us to the question of may be the most important question raised select 50,000square miles in respect of which
subsurface rights. Dr. Andrew Thompson, a by native claims. Are the native people to they could seek the cancellation of existing
Professor of Law at the University of British own subsurface rights to the land, as well as rights, for example oil and gas leases, subject
Columbia, told the Inquiry that ownership of the land itself? If they do, will they be in a to compensation being paid by the federal
the surface of the land, without ownership position to stand in the way of exploitation government. Petroleum and mineral devel-
of subsurface rights, is often of little value, of those subsurface res_mrces? opment could then take place on the lands

Ownership of mineral rights usually carries Mr, Justice Woodward urged that, in selected only under "an agreement for
with it a right-of-access: the surface owner ordinary cases the aborigines should be free consent" given by communities that hold
has to give way when the owner of subsur- to decide whether or not they were prepared title to these lands, Such an agreement
face resources wants to exploit them. The to consent to industrial development. If they would include wide-ranging provisions for
]ames Bay Agreement, for example, requires, were, they should be free to negotiate for economic participation in any development
even in the case of Category 1 lands, the payment for exploration rights, royalty by joint management employment and fixed
native people to permit suhsurfaceowners to payments, joint-venture interests, protection royalties, together with provisions designed
use the surfaee in the exercise of their rights, of sacred sites, aboriginal employment, and to avoid or reduce adverse social and an-
Indeed, they must permit surface use even to establishment of appropriate liaison ar- vironmental impacts. Under the Inuit pro
owners of suhsurface rights adjacent to rangements between the aborigines and the posal, the lands selected could be expropri-
Category I lands, developing agency, He concluded that the ated only by a special Act of Parliament. The

The subservience of the surface owner is aborigines' power to control the nature and Inuit proposal has since been withdrawn,
often ecom)mic as well as legal, particularly extent of development should be subject to but I mention it here to demonstrate that
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claimscan be formulated that do justice both important contributions to their material self-determination requires native hegem-
to the aspirations that the native people have and physical well-being, but lbey reiect the any over a geograpbica] area, or whetber it
for control of their homeland and to the idea that they should continue to be passive can be achieved through the transfer of
national interest in vital non-renewable recipientsoftheseservices, political control over specific matters to the
resources. These claims must be regarded together, native people, remain questions to be re-

for they are closely integrated. Many people solved by negotiations.

Self-Government in the native communities told the Inquiry Rick Hardy, President of the Metis Associ-

The native people have proposed a restruc- that they want to continue living off the alien of the Northwest Territories, told the
turing of political institutions in the North- land. This would require changes in the Inquiry that his Association was considering
west Territories, This restructuring, which is present school curriculum and school year yet other poIitical possibilities. The Associa-
the overarehing feature of their claims, that would allow the children to accompany tion is still formulating its claims, but Hardy
would reflect both in law and in fact the their parents into the bush without disrupt- intimated that it might propose that Mctis be

principle that the North is their homeland ing their education. Some families wish to guaranteed a minimum number of seats on
and that they have the right, under the move back into the bush more or less the Territorial Council and positions within
constitution and within Confederation, to permanently. However, this option would the territorial administration. The Territorial

shape their future, The proposal of the Inuit require a change in not only educational Council of the Yukon has made a similar
policy, but also in housing policy to provide proposal to secure the political rights of the

Tapirisat of Canada called for the establish-
ment of a new political entity comprising the loans to build permanent log houses outside Indian people of the Yukon. This approach
land north of the tree line. Political control of of the communities. Communications policy originated in New Zealand, where the Moo-

must be formulated to ensure an effective ris have a specified number of seats in the
that territory would lie with the Inuih at radio service between the bush and the New Zealand legislature. This proposal
least for the foreseeable future, by a 10-year communities. Transportation policy must be proceeds on the assumption that native
residency requirement for voting, formulated to ensure the means of travel to people are to be a minority in a larger

The Dene, in their proposal to the federal and from bush camps. Land use and eco- political entity, without institutions of their
government, stated: heroic development policy must be formu- own. That is the case in New Zealand. The

The Dene have the right to develop their own lated to ensure that the areas within which Dene and lnuit proposals, on the other hand,
institutions and enioy their rights as a people
in the framework of their own institutions, families are living the traditional life are not seek to establish political institutions of their

damaged by exploration for or development own fashioning.
There will therefore be within Confederation, of non-renewable resources and to ensure
a Dene government with jurisdiction over a
geographical area and over subject matters that financial support is given to the native
now within the jurisdiction of the Govern- economy. Native Claims:
ment of Canada or the Government of the These claims leave unanswered many
Northwest Territories. [pare. 7 of the pro- questions that will have to be clarified and A Closer Examination
posed Agreemenl in Principle] resolved through negotiations between the
The native people seek a measure of Government of Canada and the native orga- I have outlined the native claims as they

control over land use, and they see that the nizations. A vital question, one of great have been presented to the Inquiry. I intend
ownership of the land and political control concern to white norlberners, is how Yel- now to deal with two specific areas of the
of land use are intimately linked. They also lowknife, Hay River and other communities claims at length because it is my judgment
seek control over the education of their with white majorities would fit into this that the claims of the native people of the
children, and control over the delivery of scheme. Would they be part of the new North deserve our most serious considera-
community services, such as housing, health territory? Or would they become enclaves tion. They are, I believe, basic to the native
and social services. The native people ac- within it? It is not my task to try to resolve people's view of what the futureshould hold
knowledge that these services have made these difficult questions. Whether native for them. Let us take a closer look at native
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claims related to education and to renewable they are taught in school is quite different The native people's claim to control of
resource development, both of which are from what they havelearned in their homes, education is not a rejection of all the
essential to the survival of the native culture To Overvold, knowledge that is basic to the society of
and economy. Then we can understand The importance of the Dene developing [their Southern Canada. They made it quite clear
better what a settlement of native claims own] educational system ... is quite self- that they seek a balance of the two cultures
would entail, both in terms of the kind of evident. If one buys my evaluation of the in the education of their children, but a
political control that the native people will present system in the Northwest Territories balance of their own making. Nowhere did

as being essentially no different than any
require, and of the time that will be needed, other system in Southern Canada, then I see the native people contend that learning
not just to pass legislation, but to establish the essence of that system for the average English was not worthwhile, but they insist
new institutions and to introduce new pro- white child being such that when a child that their own languages also be taught,
grams to make native self-determination a enters this formal system at the age of five or Robert Sharpe, principal of the school at Old
reality in the North. When we have done six, the system lakes up without any break, Crow, in outlining the mandate he felt he
this, we shall bc in a position to consider the reinforces and builds upon all that the child had from the local parents, said they hadhas previously learned in his home and in the
impact of lhe pipeline on the achievement of community. For the Dene entering the system, told him:
the goals the native people seek through a thecaseisthecompleteopposite. For theDene, ...wewant ourchildrentob.avetbeacademic
settlement of native elaims, the same system means a severe break with option open to them, so if they wanted, they

his culture and starts him off al a disadvan- could go on through university or whatever;
lage from which he most often never recovers, but we don't want this at the cost of losing our
[F23953] llfe, our culture, our skills, our tradition, our

The Claim to Native The Hawthorn Committee had earlier language.[C1595]
Control of Education reachedthesameconclusion: Could not these aspirations be realized

In sum, the atmosphere of the school, lhe through a reform of the present system, a

The native people of the North claim the routines, the rewards, and the expectations system under the control of the territorial
right to educate their children. This claim provide a critically different experience for government, rather than by transferring

the Indian child than for the non-Indian, control to the native people? lohn Parker,
flows from their deeply felt need to transmit Discontinuity of sociallzation, repeated fail- Deputy Commissioner of the Northwest
to their chiktren their values, their languages ure, discrimination and lack of significance of Territories, appeared before the Inquiry toand their history. It is also related to their the educational process in the life of the

experience with the present school system Indian child result in diminishing lnotivation, argue that they could. He said that, since the
and its curriculum, which is based on Euro- increasing negativism, poor self-images and early 1970s, the policy of the territorial

low levels of aspiration. [A Survey of the government had been to transfer responsi-
Canadian ideals, values and standards. Bob Contemporary Indians of Canada, 1967, bility to the local communities, to make the
Overvold, then Executive Director of the Val. 2, p. 1301 curriculum culturally relevant, and to train
Melts Association, told the Inquiry: The native people insist that they must native teachers. Other witnesses before the

... no imposed educational system, no matter control the education of their children, if it is Inquiry, however, argued that, despite this
how well-intentkmed, will work for the Dene. to transmit their culture as opposed to ours. new policy, little had changed in the schoolsInstead, only one that is initiated and devel-
oped by the Dene and that is rooted in Dene They say that the curriculum must include in the native communities.
tradition, culture, and values will he success- such subjects as native history, native skills, The new policy provides for instruction to
ful. Such a system would be based upon a native lore and native rights; that they must native children in their mother tongue
pers_m's environment and then expanded to determine the languages of instruction; and during the first three years of school. This
provide knowledge of the culture or society they insist that they must have the power to has not come about: the language of instruc-
thaisurroundshim.[F23952] hire and fire teachers and to arrange the tion is still English, and the Alberta currieu-

Overvold explained that native children school year so that it accommodates the lum is still the basis of northern education,
who enter the present system find that what social and economic life of each community. The new policy also provides a "cultural
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inclusion" annual grant of $15 for each The financial support available for higher of the Northwest Territories has sincerely
student to local school committees for their education also indicates the priorities of the tried to establish an education system that

use in teaching native languages, arts and present education policy, ln 1975-1976, some would reflect Dene and Inuit desires. Its
crafts, trapping or anything else that might $311,500 was used to assist 183 students administrators, supervisors and teachers are
be designated "cultural." Paul Robinson, from the North. Of this number, only 10 dedicated educators, But, with the best will
former Director of Curriculum for the were native. In the same year, native stu- in the world and with ample funds, the

Northwest Territories Department of Educa- dents were awarded two and one-half of the department has not succeeded, and there are
tion, said that this $15 per student is insig- 18 bursariesavailable to university students, no grounds for believing that it ever will
nificant when compared with the average Robinson suggested that not only do these succeed. The reason is simple: one people
cost of $1,700 for each student every year. figures indicate the limited success that cannot run another people's schools.

Bilingual and bicultural educational pro- native students have in the schools, but they

grams require bilingual teachers. In the also reflect the motives underlying the Precedents for the Claim
Northwest Territories there has been an system: higher education grants and bursa-

education program designed to prepare such ries are made available primarily as induce- The concept of native control of the educa-
teachers since 1968, but, according to Robin- ments to attract white public servants to the tion of their children is not revolutionary. In
son, its effectiveness has been limited. In Northwest Territories. Robinson believes 1975, the Congress of the United States
1974, for example, six native studentsgradu- that, so long as control of education lies passed The Indian Self-Determination and
ated from the program: these six represent outside the hands of the native people, Education Assistance Act, Section 2of which
approximately 1.5 percent of the total corn- nothing in the system will really change: states:
plement of northern teachers required and Native peoples continue to be regarded as The prolonged federal domination of Indian
would fill only four percent of the teaching essentially the wards af the state. The pater- service programs has served to retard rathernalistic, non-native administrators will deter- than enhance the progress of Indian people
vacancies in an average year. The remaining mine the measure of local control to be and their communities by depriving Indians
96 percent of the vacancies must be filled by permitted on the basis of the readiness of the of the full opportunity to develop leadership
teachers from the South. Dene and Inuil . .. but they are nol ready, skills crucial to the realization of self-govern-

Could these deficiencies in the bilingual They are never ready, iF27418} meat, and has denied to the Indian people an

education program be remedied if more Bernard Gillie, former Director of Educa- effectivevoiceintheplanningandimplemen-
money and better facilities were provided? tion for the Northwest Territories, told the tattoo of programs for the benefit of Indians

which are responsive to the true needs of
With additional funds, could the territorial Inquiry what he thought should be done to Indiancommunities.[p. 1]
government expand the teacher education realizenativeaspirations:

Section 3 of the Act states:
program and increase the amounts spent on There must he an acceptance by all concerned
"cultural inclusion"? Robinson explained ... that self-determination is the keystone of The Congress ... recognizes the obligation of
that these failures were not owing to lack of the new system. The decisions about what to the United States to respond ... by assuring

do and haw to do it must lie in the hands of maximum Indian participation in the direc-
money: the native people and reflect the values they tion of educational as well as other Federal

The question is not one of availability. In believe in and respect. This is not to suggest services to Indian communities so as to render
excess of $40 million is now spent on northern that this sht_uld exclude the concepts and such services more responsive to the needs
education...• How is the money expended? ... beliefs from other cultures, but the decisions and desires of those communities.

The percentage increase in the cost of admin as to what shall be incorporated in their own The Congress declares its commitment ...
istration over the three-year period 1971-1974 changing culture must be theirs to make. A through the establishment of a meaningful
indicates the priorities of the education sys- mere patching up of the present system will Indian self-determination policy which will
tern in this regard. The 45.5 percent increase in not do what the Dene people want to accom-
expenditures on administrative control of plish.[P23924] permit an orderly transition from Federal
education can be contrasted with the 13.8 domination of programs for and services to
percent increase for improving education at I think it should be understood that the Indians to effective and meaningful participa-
thesettlement level, iF27416] Department of Education of the Government tion by the Indian people in the planning,
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conduct, and administration of those pro- Task Force on Education has also recently time, but it must be agreed now that it will
grams and services.[p. 11 supported this principle. In British Golum- take place.
Ethelou Yazzie, Director of the Rough bia, the Nishga Indian bands of the Nass Thereare, at ffic present time, nlanywhite

Rock Demonstration School in Arizona, told Valley have recently established a fully children in the schools of the North, and
the Inquiry that under this legislation the native-controlled school board that will arrangements must be made for their educa-

Navahos have established their own school oversee bilingual and bicultural programs, tion, also. It may be possible to incorporate a
system. She described how, under the control The James Bay Agreement provides for program for them into the native education
of the locally elected NavahoSchool Board, a the establishment of Cree and lnuit school system or a parallel school system for them

bicultural, bilingual school has been devel- boards with all the powers of school boards may be necessary. Indeed, a combination of
aped at Rough Rock: "Navaho people, under the Quebec Education Act, ln addition, the two may be the best approach.
through their elected administrative officers, the native school boards may select and In the native villages, education would be
are running a sophisticated school, unaba- develop courses and teaching materials under the direction of the native people. The
shedly oriented lo Navaho children." designed to preserve and transmit the lan- children of white residents, the great major-

ity of whom do not stay for very long, would
[Ex. F637, Appendix, p. 3]Navahos fill most guages and cultures of the native peoples; attend local schools with native children.

of the administrative positions and more and they may, with the agreement of the Because the native people think it is impor-
than 60 percent of the teaching positions at Quebec Department of Education, hire na- rant for their children to learn English, as
the school. All of the aides and support staff five people as teachers, even though these well as to preserve their own language, and
comefromthcnativecommunity, candidates might not qualify as teachers to learn about white culture as well as toThe United States is not alone in accepting
the principle of native self-determination in under the normal provincial standards. The preserve their own, it is likely that white
education. The principle has already been Agreement also provides that the languages children who have spent a few years in such
accepted in Canada• In 1972, the National of instruction shall be the native languages, a school system would not suffer any disad-
Indian Brotherhood prepared a policy paper, vantage from it, and that in many ways they
Indian Control of Indian Education, which The Implications of the Claim would benefit from the experience, It would
was accepted the following year by the What is envisaged by the claim to conlrol of also mean that only white families who
Honourable Jean Chr6tien, then Minister of education is the transfer from the territorial have a genuine interest in the North and its
Indian Affairs and Northern Development, government to the native people of all people would choose to live in the native
as the basis for Indian education policy• The authority over the education of native chil- villages.
statement says: dren. Whether or not there should be a In the larger centres such as Yellowknife

The past practice of using the school commit- native-controlled regional school board and or Inuvik, where there are large numbers of
tee as an advisory body with limited influ- native-controlled local school boards in each white children, two parallel school systems

may be the proper approach• Under such a
ence, in restricted areas of the school program, community, and other aspects of the institu- system, the territorial Department of Educa-must give way to an education authority with
the conffol of funds and consequent authority tional and legislative framework of native tion might continue to be responsible for the
which are necessary for an effective decision- education would be resolved through negoti- education of white, children in the larger
makinghody.[p. 6] ations. But it must be clearly understood that centres and to implement the kind of educa-
From the Ts'zil Community School on the the transfer of control is not merely a tional program that most of the white

Mount Gurrie Reserve in British Columbia, decentralization of power under the general parents wish their children to have. How-
to the Lesser Slave Lake Agreement in supervision of the territorial government - ever, there is no reason why the two school
Northern Alberta, to the Tri-Partitc Agree- that would only perpetuatetheexisting state systems should have no relations with each
ment involving the Micmac peoplein central of affairs. The transfer of control must be other: some programs and facilities could be
Nova Scotia, the right to native control is real, and it must occur at all levels. Such a shared, and the special attributes of the two
being recognized and realized. The Ontario transfer can take place only over a period of systems could be made available to students
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of both systems. With time, it may be so they assume that progress requires a shift considered in the implementation of a pro-
possible to offer in the larger centres an fromthenativelanguagestoEnglish, gram to ensure the survival and develop-
educational experience that would be truly The evidence before this Inquiry showed ment of the native languages, but it is quite
bicultural. But that prospect can never be this assumption to be mistaken. Dr. Michael clear that the school system is at the core of

realized unless the native people are given Krauss, Alaska's leading expert on native it. The time needed to develop a bicultural
the right to build their own educational languages, told the Inquiry: and bilingual school system is considerable,

system. ... it is not the case that the native languages for it will require not only trained teachers,
are intrinsically inferior to any other or but also the preparation of new texts and

Native Languages incapable of development for meeting the educational aids that are either not available
needs of the twentieth century...• The basic at present or are available in very small

In many of the communities of the Macken- structures of the native languages are per- numbers.
zie Valley and the Western Arctic, the native fectly capable of handling modern ideas and The experience of other countries indi-
languages are still strong. In those places, the concepts.[F29970ff.] cares that these goals can be achieved. New

native people spoke to the Inquiry through The native people want their languages to orthographies have been developed and
interpreters, and those who are bilingual survive to become part of their future, not standardized; native teachers have been

often preferred to address the Inquiry in simply a reminder of their past. Krauss trained; and adequate new teaching materi-
als have been prepared for small native

Franklin,theirmotherRaeLakes,t°ngue'FortInplaceSLiardandlikeTroutF°rtdescribed in specific terms a program that populations in, for example, Greenland and
Lake, the first language of the children is still would ensure the survival and development the Soviet Union,
the native language. Indeed, until they go to of the native languages. The first stage is the The transfer of the control of the educe-

school, it is their only language. In other development of an orthography-a uniform tion of native children, with all that it
communities, like those in the Delta, use of system of spelling and writing the words of implies in the way of institutions, finance,

the native languages has been eroded so far a language. Such an orthography, if properly legislation, and language rights, must be part
that young children now commonly use designed, would enable native children to of the reordering of relationships between
English, rather than their native language, learn to read and write in their own lan- the native peoples and the federal govern -
However, Dr. Iohn Ritter, a linguist who has guages faster than they can learn to read and ment that is inherent in the settlement of
studied the use of Loucheux in the Macken- write in English, The second stage is the native claims. It should be quite clear,

zie Delta, told the Inquiry that even in these development of general literacy, among both however, that the objectives of these pro-
communities, where outsiders often think children and adults, in the native languages; grams for cultural and linguistic survival

that the native languages are dead, young and the third stage involves enlarging the cannot be achieved simply by signing a pieceof paper, The settlement of native claims and
people have what he called a passive compe- vocabularies of the native languages. As an consequent enabling legislation is not the
tencein them. He concluded: example of such a vocabulary development, culmination but the beginning of a new

... the native languages continue to be a fact Krauss cited the work done at the beginning process.
of life for the children and play a vitally deep of this century on the Hebrew language,
role in their cognitive development. In no which has meant that "men can successfully
sense are the languages yet "dead." [F30000] fly jet planes using the very language which
Many people think that native languages, in the past was the language of shepherds."

like native cultures, are not capable of [F29975] He pointed out, also, that the Inuit

change and growth, and that the loss of the and Athabascan languages are renowned for
native languages is inevitable, lust as they their ability to form new words easily and
assume that progress in the modern world quickly.
requires a shift from native to white values, There are many elements and factors to be
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